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Abstract— State-of-the-art trajectory compression methods usually involve high space-time complexity or yield unsatisfactory
compression rates, leading to rapid exhaustion of memory, computation, storage and energy resources. Their ability is commonly
limited when operating in a resource-constrained environment especially when the data volume (even when compressed) far exceeds
the storage limit. Hence we propose a novel online framework for error-bounded trajectory compression and ageing called the Amnesic
Bounded Quadrant System (ABQS), whose core is the Bounded Quadrant System (BQS) algorithm family that includes a normal
version (BQS), Fast version (FBQS), and a Progressive version (PBQS). ABQS intelligently manages a given storage and compresses
the trajectories with different error tolerances subject to their ages.
In the experiments, we conduct comprehensive evaluations for the BQS algorithm family and the ABQS framework. Using empirical
GPS traces from flying foxes and cars, and synthetic data from simulation, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the standalone BQS
algorithms in significantly reducing the time and space complexity of trajectory compression, while greatly improving the compression
rates of the state-of-the-art algorithms (up to 45%). We also show that the operational time of the target resource-constrained hardware
platform can be prolonged by up to 41%. We then verify that with ABQS, given data volumes that are far greater than storage space,
ABQS is able to achieve 15 to 400 times smaller errors than the baselines. We also show that the algorithm is robust to extreme
trajectory shapes.
Index Terms—Online trajectory compression; ageing; amnesic; resource-constrained; constant complexity
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Location tracking is increasingly important for transport, ecology,
and wearable computing. In particular, long-term tracking of
spatially spread assets, such as wildlife [2], augmented reality
glasses [3], or bicycles [4] provides high resolution trajectory
information for better management and services. For smaller
moving entities, such as flying foxes [5] or pigeons [6], the size
and weight of tracking devices are constrained, which presents the
challenge of obtaining detailed trajectory information subject to
memory, processing, energy and storage constraints. However, the
requirements on the tracking precision are barely relaxed, e.g. the
goal of wildlife tracking sometimes is in the form of a guaranteed
tracking error from 10 to a few hundred meters [7].
Consider tracking of flying foxes as a motivating scenario.
The computing platform is constrained in computational resources
and is inaccessible in most occasions once deployed. The position
data is acquired in a streaming fashion. The RAM available on
the platform is 4 KBytes, while the storage space is only 1 MB
to store trajectories over weeks and months before they can be
• This article is an extended version of [1]
offloaded. The combination of long-term operational requirements
and constrained resources therefore requires an intelligent online
framework that can process the trajectory stream instantaneously
and efficiently, i.e. in constant space and time, and that can achieve
high compression rate.
Current trajectory compression algorithms often fail to operate
under such requirements, as they either require substantial amount
of buffer space or require the entire data stream to perform the
compression [8] [9]. Existing online algorithms, which process
each point exactly once, operate retrospectively on trajectory data
or assume favourable trajectory characteristics, resulting in the
worst-case complexity of their online performance ranging from
O(nlogn) to O(n2) [10]. The high complexity of these meth-
ods limits their utility in resource-constrained environments. To
address this challenge, we propose the Bounded Quadrant System
(BQS), an online algorithm that can run sustainably on resource-
constrained devices. Its fast version achievesO(n) time andO(1)
space complexity while providing guaranteed error bounds. By
using a convex hull that is formed by a bounding box and two
angular bounds around all points, the algorithm is able to make
quick compression decisions without iterating through the buffer
and calculating the maximum error in most of the cases. Using
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empirical GPS traces from the flying fox scenario and from cars,
we evaluate the performance of our algorithms and quantify their
benefits in improving the efficiency of trajectory compression. Its
amnesic version, the Amnesic Bounded Quadrant System (ABQS),
is able to manage a given volume of storage space and intelligently
trade off space for precision, so that no hard data losses (data
overwritten) will be present over a prolonged operation time.
Our contributions are threefold:
1) We design an online compression algorithm family called
BQS. BQS uses convex hulls to compress streaming trajec-
tories with error guarantees. The fast version in the algorithm
family achieves constant time and space complexity for each
step, or equivalently O(n) time complexity and O(1) space
complexity for the whole data stream.
2) We formulate the BQS algorithm with an uncertainty vec-
tor to support the progressive compression of trajectories,
and subsequently propose Progressive BQS (PBQS). Using
PBQS as the corner stone, we propose a sophisticated on-
line framework called Amnesic Bounded Quadrant System
(ABQS) which not only compresses streaming trajectory
data efficiently, but also manages historical data in an am-
nesic way. ABQS introduces graceful degradation to the
entire trajectory history without hard data loss (overwriting),
and hence achieves excellent compression performances
when the operation duration is unknown and the data volume
far exceeds the storage limit.
3) We comprehensively evaluate the BQS family and the ABQS
framework using real-life data collected from wildlife track-
ing and vehicle tracking applications as well as synthetic
data, and discuss the robustness to various types of trajecto-
ries with extreme shapes.
Compared to the original BQS paper [1], this paper makes
significant extensions and technical contributions as it: 1) adds
uncertainty to the BQS formulation and derives the progressive
version of BQS, i.e. PBQS; 2) proposes the ABQS framework so
that BQS is no longer only a family of standalone algorithms but
an actual framework that can effectively and efficiently manage
a storage space and maximize the trajectory information given a
storage limit and an unknown operation duration; 3) significantly
extends the experiments to study the robustness of BQS and the
compression performances of ABQS. In addition, this version also
extends the literature review significantly, and restructures and
improves Sections 3.3 and 4 for better clarity of presentation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We survey
related work in the next section, and discuss the background and
motivate the need for a new online trajectory compression frame-
work by describing our hardware platform and the data acquisition
process in Section 3. The BQS family is presented subsequently in
Section 4, where a discussion on how to generalize the algorithm
is also provided. We then propose the ABQS framework in Section
5. Finally, we evaluate the proposed BQS family and the ABQS
framework in Section 6, and conclude the paper.
2 RELATED WORK
The rapid increase in the number of GPS-enabled devices in
recent years has led to an expansion of location-based services and
applications and our increased reliance on localization technology.
One challenge that location-based applications need to overcome
is the amount of data that continuous location tracking can yield.
Efficient storage and indexing of these datasets is critical to their
success, especially for embedded and mobile devices which have
restricted energy, computational power and storage.
Several trajectory compression algorithms that offer significant
improvements in terms of data storage have been proposed in the
literature. We focus our review on lossy compression algorithms
as they provide better trade-offs between high compression ratios
and an acceptable error of the compressed trajectory.
Douglas and Peucker were amongst the first to propose an
algorithm for reducing the number of points in a digital trajec-
tory [8]. The Douglas-Peucker algorithm starts with the first and
last points of the trajectory and repeatedly adds intermediate points
to the compressed trajectory until the maximum spatial error
of any point falls bellow a predefined tolerance. The algorithm
guarantees that the error of the compressed trajectory is within
the bounds of the target application, but due to its greedy nature,
it achieves relatively low compression ratios. The worst-case
runtime of the algorithm is O(n2) with n being the number
of points in the original trajectory which has been improved by
Hershberger et al to O(n log n) [9].
The disadvantage of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm is that it
runs off-line and requires the whole trajectory. This is of limited
use for modern location-aware applications that require online
processing of location data. A generic sliding-window algorithm
(conceptually similar to the one summarized in [11]) is often used
to overcome this limitation and works by compressing the original
trajectory over a moving buffer. The sliding-window algorithm can
run online, but its worst-case runtime is still O(nL) where L is
the maximum buffer size. On the other hand, multiple examples
of fast algorithms exist in the literature [12] [13] [14] [15]. These
algorithms, however, do not apply to our scenario as they only run
off-line and cannot support location-aware applications in-situ.
SQUISH [16] has achieved relatively low runtime, high com-
pression ratios and small trajectory errors. However, its disad-
vantage was that it could not guarantee trajectory errors to be
within an application-specific bound. A follow up work presented
SQUISH-E [10] that provides options to both minimize trajectory
error given a compression ratio and to maximize compression
ratio given an error bound. The worst-case runtime of SQUISH-
E algorithms is O(n log nλ ), where λ is the desired compression
ratio. While the compression ratio-bound flavor of SQUISH-E can
run online, the error-bound version runs offline only.
There are different disadvantages for existing algorithms that
repeatedly iterate through all points in the original trajectory.
SQUISH-E is approaching linear computational complexity for
large compression ratios, however, the compressed trajectory has
unbounded error. The STTrace algorithm [17] and the MBR
algorithm [18] represent more complex algorithms. STTrace [17]
uses estimation of speed and heading to predict the position of
the next location. MBR maintains, divides, and merges bounding
rectangles that represent the original trajectories. However both
algorithsm fall outside of capabilities of our target hardware
platform and do not suit our application scenario well.
In contrast to existing methods, our approach achieves constant
time and space complexity for each point by only considering
the most recent minimal bounding convex-hulls. We show in the
evaluation section that the compression ratios that our approach
achieves are superior to those of the related trajectory compres-
sion algorithms. Although simplistic approaches such as Dead
Reckoning [19] [20] achieve comparable runtime performance, we
show that our algorithm significantly outperforms these protocols
in compression ratio while guaranteeing an error bound.
A group of methods have been developed based on the idea of
Piece-wise Linear Regression (PLR) on time-series data, and have
achieved competitive precision and efficiency. For example, using
a bottom-up approach, Keogh et. proposed to use a “segment”-
based representation of time-series for similarity search and min-
ing [21], [22]. In [23], an algorithm called SWAB successfully
reduced the time complexity of such approximation to O(n) by
combining the power of a sliding-window approach and a bottom-
up approach. Note that these algorithms are designed to deal
with single dimensional time-series by optimizing the normalized
error residue on the time-series values over a segment (on the y-
axis). Though such settings can indeed be modified and extended
to handle 2D trajectories, which concern perpendicular errors
instead, they cannot solve our problem becasue they are unable
to guarantee an error bound for the individual points in the orig-
inal trajectory, though guaranteed error residue for approximated
segments is possible. For moving object tracking, it is important
to keep the “outliers” in the location history, whereas optimizing
a segment-wise error residue does not fulfil such requirement.
Meanwhile, data ageing has become a popular technique to
approximate streaming data in an amnesic fashion. The process is
often referred to as an analogy to amnesia: the older the memory
is, the less its value is and the more likely it will be forgotten. The
idea is popularized for time-series data in [24], [25] as the authors
proposed a generic framework that supports user-specific amnesic
functions. Such technique also received much attention in later
studies such as [26], [27], [28]. Again, we note that such literature
focuses on optimizing the error residue for the segments in a time-
series [24], [25], [26], [27], while in the case of location tracking
it is vital to ensure an error bound for every original location point.
3 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present the background of the study. The
hardware system architecture used in the real-life bat tracking
application is described. We also briefly introduce two existing
solutions [11], [29]. By analyzing these algorithms we provide
insights into a new algorithm is neeeded for our application. Both
algorithms will be evaluated too in the comparative evaluation.
3.1 Motivating Scenario
We employ the Camazotz mobile sensing platform [5], which
has been specifically designed to meet the stringent constraints
for weight and size when being employed for wildlife tracking.
A detailed specification of the nodes is provided in [1]. Sensor
readings and tracking data can be stored locally in external flash
storage (1 MByte) until the data can be uploaded to a base station
deployed at animal congregation areas using the short range radio
transceiver. We also place the same hardware on the dashboard of
a car to capture traces of vehicles in urban road networks.
The GPS traces collected by such platforms are often used to
analyze the mobility and the behavior of the moving object [30],
or to perform spatial queries [31]. Hence, it is most important
to gather information for the object’s major movements. The key
features from the traces are the areas where it often visits, the
route it takes to travel between its places of interests, and the
time windows in which it usually makes the travels. However,
the hardware limitations of the platform constrain its capability
to capture such information in the long term. Motivated by this
application, we propose an online trajectory compression and
management framework on such resource-constrained platforms to
reduce the data size and extend the operational time of the tracking
platform in the wild. The framework will introduce a bounded
error and discard some information for small movements, but
will capture the interesting moments when major traveling occurs.
Moreover, the framework will revisit the compressed trajectories
from time to time when additional storage space is needed. In the
process, older trajectories will be further compressed, subject to
an extended error tolerance to reflect the significance decay of the
data over time.
3.2 Existing Solutions
3.2.1 Buffered Douglas-Peucker
Douglas-Peucker (DP) [29] is a well-known algorithm for tra-
jectory compression. In our scenario, in which the buffer size is
largely constrained due to memory space limit on the platform,
we are still able to apply DP on a smaller buffer of data. We
call it Buffered Douglas-Peucker (BDP) . The incoming points are
accumulated in the buffer until it is full, then the partial trajectory
defined by the buffered points is processed by the DP algorithm.
However, such solution has inferior compression rates mainly due
the extra points taken when the buffer is repeatedly full, preventing
a desirable high compression rate from being achieved.
An implication of BDP is that both the start and end points
in the buffer will be kept in the compressed output every time the
buffer is full, even when they can actually be discarded safely. In
the worst case scenario where the object is moving in a straight
line from the start to the end, this solution will use floor(NM ) +
1 points, where N is the number of total points and M is the
buffer size. In contrast, the optimal solution needs to keep only
two points. Although the overhead depends on the shape of the
trajectory and the buffer size, generally BDP takes considerably
more points than necessary, particularly for small buffer sizes.
3.2.2 Buffered Greedy Deviation
Buffered Greedy Deviation (BGD, a variation of the generic
sliding-window algorithm) represents another simplistic approach.
In this strategy whenever a point arrives, we append the point
to the end of the buffer, and do a complete calculation of the
maximum error for the trajectory segment defined by the points in
the buffer to the line defined by the start point and the end point.
If this error already exceeds the tolerance, then we keep the last
point in the compressed trajectory, clear the buffer and start a new
segment at the last point. Otherwise the process continues for the
next incoming point.
The algorithm is easy to implement and guarantees the error
tolerance, however it too has a major weakness. The compression
rate is heavily dependent on the buffer size, as it faces the same
problem as BDP. If we increase the buffer size, because the
time complexity is O(n2), the computational complexity would
increase drastically, which is undesirable in our scenario because
of the energy limitations. Therefore, BGD represents a significant
compromise on the performance as it has to make a direct trade-off
between time complexity and compression rate.
Clearly, a more sophisticated algorithm that can guarantee the
bounded error, process the point with low time-space complexity,
and achieve high compression rate is desired. We propose the
Bounded Quadrant System (BQS) algorithm family to address
this problem. Before delving into the details, we present some
notations and definitions to help the reader understand BQS’s
working mechanism.
3.3 Preliminaries
We provide a series of definitions as the necessary foundations for
further discussion.
Definition 3.1 (Location Point). A location point v =<
latitude, longitude, timestamp > is a tuple that records the spatio-
temporal information of a location sample.
Definition 3.2 (Segment and Trajectory). A trajectory segment is a set
of location points that are taken consecutively in the temporal domain,
denoted as τ = {v1, ..., vn}. A trajectory is a set of consecutive
segments, denoted as T = {τ1, τ2, ...}.
Given the definitions of segment and trajectory, we introduce
the concept of compressed trajectory with bounded error:
Definition 3.3 (Deviation). Given a trajectory segment τ =
{v1, ..., vn}, the deviation â(τ) is defined as the largest point-to-
line-segment distance from any location vi ∈ {v2, ..., vn−1} to
the line segment defined by v1 and vn. The trajectory deviation is
defined as the maximal segment deviation from any of its segments, as
max(â(τi)), τi ∈ T.
Deviation is a distance metric to measure the maximum error
from the compressed trajectory segment to the original trajectory.
Without loss of generality, we use point-to-line-segment distance
in this definition. Note that point-to-line distance can be easily
used within BQS too, after a few minor modifications to the lower
bound and upper bound calculations.
Definition 3.4 (Key Point). Given a buffer τ = {v1, ..., vk}, a
deviation tolerance d, a new location point vk+1, vk is a key point if
â(τ) ≤ d and â(τ ⋃{vk+1}) > d, where d is the error tolerance.
In other words, when a new point is sampled, the immediate
previous point is classified as key point if the new point results in
the maximum error of any point in the buffer exceeding d.
Definition 3.5 (Compressed Trajectory). Given a trajectory segment
τ = {v1, ..., vn}, its compressed trajectory segment is defined by the
start and end location v1 and vn, and is denoted as τ ′ = {v1, vn}.
The compressed trajectory T′ = {vi, vj , ..., vk} of T is the set of
starting and ending locations of all the segments in T, ordered by the
position of its source segment in the original trajectory.
Definition 3.6 (Error-bounded Trajectory). An error-bounded tra-
jectory is a compressed trajectory with the deviation for any of its
compressed segments smaller than or equal to a given error tolerance
d. Formally: given a trajectory T = {τ1, ..., τk}, and its compressed
trajectory T′ = {vi, vj , ..., vk}, T′ is error-bounded by d if ∀τ ′i ∈ T′,
â(τ ′i) ≤ d.
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Fig. 1: Error-bounded Compression ( = 2)
Figure 1 demonstrates the process of error-bounded trajectory
compression. Assuming that the current trajectory segment starts
from s, when adding the first point p1 (Figure 1(a)), the deviation
is 0. Hence we proceed to the next incoming point p2 (Figure
1(b)). Here the deviation is 1, which lays within the error toler-
ance, so the current segment can be safely represented by sp2.
However after p3 arrives, the deviation of the segment reaches
3 >  because of p1 (Figure 1(c)). Clearly p3 should not be
included in the current trajectory segment. Instead, the current
segment ends at p2 and a new segment is then started at p2 (Figure
1(d)). The new segment includes p3 and the above process is
repeated until the  is exceeded again. Such process guarantees
that any trajectory segment has a smaller deviation than .
When a trajectory is turned into a compressed trajectory, the
temporal information it carries changes representation too. Instead
of having a timestamp at every location point in the original
trajectory, the compressed trajectory uses the timestamps of the
key points as the anchors to reconstruct the time sequences.
Given a trajectory segment defined by two key points vs, ve, the
reconstructed location at timestamp t (vs.t ≤ t ≤ ve.t) is:
vt =< hlat(P, vs, ve, t), hlon(P, vs, ve, t), t > . (1)
where function h is an interpolation function that uses a distri-
bution function P, a start value, an end value, and a timestamp at
which the value should be interpolated. P interpolates the location
at a timestamp according to a distribution. As an example, the h
and P functions for interpolating the latitude can be defined as:
P(t) =
t− tvs
tve − tvs (2)
hlat(P, vs, ve, t) = vs.lat+ P(t)× (ve.lat− vs.lat) (3)
where P is set to reconstruct the uniform distribution. However, in
practice this function can be derived online to fit the distribution of
the actual data. For instance, an online algorithm for fitting Gaus-
sian distribution by dynamically updating the variance and mean
can be implemented with semi-numeric algorithms described in
[32], which can be used to derive P.
As we favor an online algorithm where each point is processed
exactly once, the problem is turned into answering the following
question: does the incoming point result in a new compressed
trajectory segment or can it be represented in the previous com-
pressed trajectory segment? To address this question, we first
provide an overview and then the details for the BQS algorithm.
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Fig. 2: An Example of the BQS
4 THE BQS ALGORITHM
The motivation of the framework is that we need a trajectory
management infrastructure to instantaneously and continuously
manage historical trajectory data with minimal storage space while
maintaining maximum compression error bound and capturing the
major movements of the mobile object. First we need an efficient
online trajectory compression algorithm, that yields error-bounded
results in low time and space complexity and that minimizes the
number of points taken, i.e. the Bounded Quadrant System (BQS).
A BQS is a convex hull that bounds a set of points (e.g. Figure
2). A BQS is constructed by the following steps:
1) For a trajectory segment, we split the space into four quad-
rants (Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4), with the origin set at the start
point s of the current segment, and the axes set to the UTM
(Universal Transverse Mercator) projected x and y axes.
2) For each quadrant, a bounding box is set for the buffered
points in that quadrant, if there are any. There can be at most
four BQS for a trajectory segment. In Figure 2 there is only
one c1c2c3c4c1 in Q1 as the trajectory has not reached other
quadrants.
3) We keep two bounding lines that record the smallest and
greatest angles between the x axis and the line from the
origin to any buffered point for each quadrant (su2 and sl2).
4) We have at most eight significant points in every quadrant
systems - four vertices on the bounding box, four intersection
points from the bounding lines intersecting with the bound-
ing box. Some of the points may overlap. In this case, we
have c1, c2, c3, c4, l1, l2, u1, u2.
5) Based on the deviations from the significant points to the
current path line, we have a group of lower bound candidates
and upper bound candidates for the maximum deviation.
From these candidates we derive a pair of lower bound and
upper bound for the maximum deviation < dlb, dub >, to
make compression decisions without the full computation of
segment deviation in most of the cases.
Here the lower bound dlb represents the smallest deviation
possible for all the points in the segment buffer to the start point,
while the upper bound dub represents the largest deviation possible
for all the points in the segment buffer to the start point. With dlb
and dub, we have three cases:
1) If dlb > d, it is unnecessary to perform deviation calculation
because the deviation is guaranteed to break the tolerance, so
a new segment needs to be started.
2) If dub ≤ d , it is unnecessary to perform deviation calcu-
lation because the deviation is guaranteed to be smaller or
equal to the tolerance, so the current point will be included
in the current segment, i.e. no need to start a new segment.
3) If dlb ≤ d < dub, a deviation calculation is required
to determine whether the actual deviation is breaking the
tolerance.
Hence a pair of bounds is considered “tight” if the difference
between them is small enough that it leaves minimum room for
the error tolerance d to be in between them.
The intuition of the BQS structure is to exploit the favorable
properties of the convex hull formed by the significant points
from the bounding box and bounding lines for the buffered points
(excluding the start point). That is, with the polygons formed by
the bounding box and the bounding lines, we can derive a pair
of tight lower bound and upper bound on the deviation from the
points in the buffer to the line segment se. With such bounds,
most of the deviation calculations on the buffered points are
avoided. Instead we can determine the compression decisions by
only assessing a few significant vertices on the bounding polygon.
The splitting of the space into four quadrants is necessary as it
guarantees a few useful properties to form the error bounds.
To understand how the BQS works, we use the example with a
start point s, a few points in the buffer, and the last incoming point
e as in Figure 2. The goal is to determine whether the deviation
will be greater than the tolerance if we include the last point in the
current segment. First we present two fundamental theorems:
Theorem 4.1. Assume that a point p satisfies d(p, s) ≤ , where s is
the start point, then
dmax(p, se) ≤  (4)
regardless of the location of the end point e.
Note that the proofs for all the theorems provided in this
section are provided in [1]. This theorem supports the quick de-
cision on an incoming point even without assessing the bounding
boxes or lines. Such a point is directly “included” in the current
segment, and the BQS structure will not be affected. It is also
important to separate these points so that BQS need only to
consider points further from the origin, because these points could
potentially result in huge bounding angles and close-to-origin
bounding boxes, rendering the BQS structure ineffective.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the buffered points {pi} are bounded by
a rectangle in the spatial domain, with the vertices c1, c2, c3, c4, if we
denote the line defined by the start point s and the end point e as se,
then we always have:
dmax(pi, se) ≥ min{d(ci, se)} = dlb (5)
dmax(pi, se) ≤ max{d(ci, se)} = dub (6)
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show how some of the points can be
safely discarded and how the basic lower bound and upper bound
properties are derived. However, Theorem 4.2 only provides a pair
of loose bounds that can hardly avoid any deviation computation.
To obtain tighter and useful bounds, we need to introduce a few
advanced theorems. Throughout the theorem definitions we use
the following notations:
• Corner Distances: We use dcorner = {d(ci, se)}, i ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4} to denote the distances from each vertex of the
bounding box to the current path line.
• Near-far Corner Distances: We use dcorner−near =
{d(cn, se)} and dcorner−far = {d(cf , se)}, to denote the
distances from the nearest vertex cn and the farthest vertex cf
of the bounding box (near and far in terms of the distance to
the origin) to the current line. The nearest and farthest corner
points are determined by the quadrant the BQS is in. For
example, in Figure 2 cn = c4 and cf = c2.
• Intersection Distances: We use dintersection =
{d(p, se)}, p ∈ {l1, l2, u1, u2} to denote the distances
from each intersection to the current path line, where li are
the intersection points of the lower angle bounding line and
the bounding box, and ui are the intersection points of the
upper angle bounding line and the bounding box.
Some advanced bounds are defined as follows:
Theorem 4.3. Given a BQS, if the line se is in the quadrant, and se
is in between the two bounding lines (θlb ≤ θs,e ≤ θub), then we have
the following bounds on the segment’s deviation:
dmax(p, se) ≥ dlb = (7)
max

min{d(l1, se), d(l2, se)}
min{d(u1, se), d(u2, se)}{
dcorner−near, ∀d(s, e) < d(s, cf )
dcorner−far,∀d(s, e) ≥ d(s, cf )
dmax(p, se) ≤ dub = (8)
max {dintersection, dcorner−far}
A line l is “in” the quadrant Q if the angle θl between l and
the x axis satisfies θQstart ≤ θl < θQend, where θQstart and θQend are
the angle range of the quadrant where the BQS resides. Note that
this definition is distance metric-specific. In future references we
assume θl satisfies θQstart ≤ θl < θQend if it is “in” the quadrant.
Theorem 4.4. Given a BQS, if se is in the quadrant, and is outside
the two bounding lines (θub < θs,e or θlb > θs,e), we have the same
bounds on the segment deviation as in Theorem 4.3.
If the path line is not in the same quadrant with the BQS
because the new e moves to another quadrant, we use Theorem
4.5 to derive the bounds:
Theorem 4.5. Given a BQS, if the line se is not in the quadrant, the
bounds of the segment deviation are defined as:
dmax(p, se) ≥ dlb = (9)
max

min{d(l1, se), d(l2, se)}
min{d(u1, se), d(l2, se)}
3rdlargest({dcorner})
d(p, se) ≤ max{dcorner} = dub (10)
4.1 The BQS Algorithm
The BQS algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 1:
Input: s, e, B, d # start&end, buffer, tolerance
Algorithm:
1: if d(s, e) ≤ d then # check for trivial decision
2: Decision : B ← e ∪ B
3: else
4: Compute dlbi , d
ub
i using Theorems 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5
5: dlb ← max{dlbi } and dub ← max{dubi }
6: if dub ≤ d then # low upper bound, safe to continue
7: Decision : B ← e ∪ B
8: else if dlb > d then # high lower bound, stop immediately
9: Decision: Current segment stops and a new segment starts
10: else if dlb ≤ d < dub then # decision uncertain from bounds
11: d← ComputeDeviation(B, se)
12: Decision: made according to d
13: end if
14: end if
15: Update the corresponding BQS for e
Algorithm 1: The BQS Algorithm
The algorithm starts by checking if there is a trivial decision:
by Theorem 4.1, if the incoming point e lays within the range of 
of the start point, no matter where the final end point is, the point
will not result in a greater deviation than , so e is added to buffer
B (Lines 1-2). After e passes this test, it means e may result in a
greater deviation from the buffered points. So we assume that e is
the new end point, and assume the current segment is presented
by se. Now for each quadrant we have a BQS, maintaining their
respective bounding boxes and bounding lines. For each BQS, we
have a few (8 at most) significant points, identified as the four
corner points of the bounding box and the four intersection points
between the bounding lines and the bounding box. According to
the theorems we defined, we can aggregate four sets of lower
bounds and upper bounds for each quadrant, and then a global
lower bound and a global upper bound for all the quadrants (Lines
4-5). According to the global lower bound and upper bound, we
can quickly make a compression decision. If the upper bound is
smaller than , it means no buffered point will have a deviation
greater than or equal to , so the current point e is immediately
included to the current trajectory segment and the current segment
goes on (Lines 6-7). On the contrary, if the lower bound is greater
than , we are guaranteed that at least one buffered point will break
the error tolerance, so we save the current segment (without e) and
start a new segment at e (Lines 8-9). Otherwise if the tolerance
happens to be in between the lower bound and the upper bound,
an actual deviation computation is required, and decision will be
made according to the result (Lines 10-12). Finally, if the current
segment goes on, we put e into its corresponding quadrant and
update the BQS structure in that quadrant (Line 15).
Figure 3 demonstrates the lower and upper bounds as well
as the actual deviations of some randomly-chosen location points
from the real-life flying fox dataset, with d set to 5m. The x axis
shows the indices of the points, while the solid horizontal line
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Fig. 3: Bounds v.s. Actual Deviation
indicates the error tolerance. It is evident that in most cases the
bounds are very tight and that in more than 90% of the occasions
we can determine if a point is a key point by using only the bounds
and avoid actual deviation calculations.
A technique called data-centric rotation is used to further
tighten the bounds [1], which also shows how to generalize the
algorithm to the 3-D case and to a different error metric.
4.2 Achieving Constant Time and Space Complexity
With the pruning power introduced by the deviation bounds,
Algorithm 1 achieves excellent performance in terms of time
complexity. Its expected time complexity is α × n × c1 + (1 −
α) × n × m × c2, where α is the pruning power, m is the
maximum buffer size, and c1, c2 are two constants denoting the
cost of the processing of each point by the BQS structure and
by the full deviation calculation respectively. Empirical study in
Section 6 shows that α is generally greater than 0.9, meaning
the time complexity is approaching O(n) for the whole data
stream. However, the theoretical worst case time complexity is
still O(n2). Moreover, because we still keep a buffer for potential
deviation calculation, the worst-case space complexity is O(n).
To further reduce the complexity, we propose a more efficient
version that still utilizes the bounds but completely avoids any full
deviation calculation and any use of buffer, making the time and
space costs constant for processing a point.
The algorithm is nearly identical to Algorithm 1. The only
difference is that whenever the case dlb ≤ d < dub occurs (Line
10), a conservative approach is taken. No deviation calculation is
performed, instead we take the point and start a new trajectory
segment to avoid any computation and to eliminate the necessity
of maintaining a buffer for the points in the current segment. So
Lines 11-12 in Algorithm 1 are changed into making the “stop and
restart” decision (as in Line 9) directly without any full calculation
in Line 11. The maintenance of the buffer is not needed any more.
The Fast BQS (FBQS) algorithm takes slightly more points
than Algorithm 1 in the compression, reducing the compression
rate by a small margin. However, the simplification on the time and
space complexity is significant. The fast BQS algorithm achieves
constant complexity in both time and space for processing a point.
Equivalently, time and space complexity are O(n) and O(1) for
the whole data stream.
The time complexity is only introduced by assessing and
updating a few key variables, i.e. bounding lines, intersection
points and corner points. We can now arrive at the compression
decision by keeping only the significant BQS points of the number
c ≤ 32 ( 4 corner points and 4 intersection points at most for each
quadrant) for the entire algorithm.
When the buffer size is unconstrained, the three algorithms
Buffered Douglas-Peucker (BDP), Buffered Greedy Deviation
(BGD) and Fast BQS (FBQS) have the following worst-case time
and space complexity:
TABLE 1: Worst-case Complexity
FBQS BDP BGD
Time O(n) O(n2) O(n2)
Space O(1) O(n) O(n)
5 TRAJECTORY UNCERTAINTY AND AMNESIC
BQS
Next we propose an online framework that compresses the his-
torical data in an “amnesic” way to maximize the utilization of
storage capacity. This scenario poses two challenges:
1) how to compress the already compressed trajectories by
extending and adhering to an increased error tolerance?
2) how to design the ageing procedure so that trajectories
compressed with different error tolerances could be up-
dated efficiently?
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Fig. 4: A compressed trajectory has a bounded uncertainty (error
tolerance )
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Fig. 5: BQS on a compressed trajectory that has a bounded uncertainty
To answer the first question, first we observe that after the
first-pass compression with the error tolerance , a trajectory
is transformed into a simplified representation with a bounded
uncertainty, as illustrated in Figure 4. Putting this representation
into the BQS formulation (e.g. Figure 2), we can derive an
uncertain form of the BQS in Figure 5.
In this uncertain form, we use black dots to present trajectory
points (key points with uncertainty from previously compressed
trajectories in this case). The significant points on the bounding
box or the bounding lines are still determined by the key points
themselves, e.g. l1 and u1. However in addition to the key
points, we also need to consider the uncertainty from the previous
compression. The information for the discarded points from the
original trajectory has been completely lost, and the previous
error tolerance is the only information we could reconstruct such
uncertainty. In this figure we use dash-dotted lines to illustrate
such uncertainty. Note that the uncertainty here is twofold. Firstly,
because the uncertainty around the start point s and the end point
e (for points around both ends may have been discarded from
the previous compression), the current candidate segment se is
uncertain. Secondly, each compressed segment in c1c2c3c4c1 has
its own bounded uncertainty, thus in the new form every significant
point has an equivalent uncertainty and the bounding polygon
Shared Variables: S, I, k, ,m,N
Procedure: abqs() # main entry
Input: p
1: if ‖I‖ > 0 then # index not empty
2: i← I[0].e+ 1 # find location for new point
3: if I[0].a == 0 then # youngest gen has age 0
4: update index(0,−1, i) # update end index only
5: else
6: update index(0, i, i) # otherwise insert age 0 segment
7: end if
8: else
9: i← 0 # dealing with completely new storage
10: update index(0, i, i)
11: end if
12: S[i]← p # store new point
13: amnesic sinking() # check if ageing is needed
Procedure: amnesic sinking()
1: f ← trigger() # check trigger
2: while f do # if ageing is triggered
3: if ‖I‖ == 1 then # find dest loc for results from ageing
4: sbuf ← 0 # dest is 0 when buffer has age 0 only
5: else
6: sbuf ← I[1].e+ 1 # otherwise append to next age
7: end if
# compress youngest generation
8: compress(I[0].s, I[0].e, I[0].a, sbuf )
9: f ← trigger() # check trigger again
10: end while
Algorithm 2: The Amnesic BQS Procedure
u1u2l2l1c4u1 is extended too and its corners are turned into round
corners with radius equal to the previous tolerance.
Recall that in the first-pass compression in Figure 2, we
use d(u2, se) as the upper bound and d(c2, se) as the lower
bound for the maximum deviation. As we examine the uncertain
form, we find that the lower bound and upper bound can be re-
used, with simple modifications. In Figure 5, where d(u2, se)
represents the upper bound without considering uncertainty, it
is easy to prove that dmax(p, se) ≤ d(u2, se) + 2, and
dmax(p, se) ≥ d(u2, se) − 2. The uncertainty of se and the
bounding box each introduces uncertainty of  to both bounds.
As a generalization of the specific case in Figure 5, we derive
Theorem 5.1 to support the application of BQS on compressed
trajectories with any existing error tolerance (uncertainty).
Theorem 5.1. Given a set of compressed trajectories with a previous
error tolerance , if we obtain the lower and upper bounds d˜lb, d˜ub for
the maximum deviation from the BQS constructed from the key points
only and without considering the uncertainty, we then have the lower
and upper bounds on the new maximum error dlb, dub as
dlb = d˜lb − 2, dub = d˜ub + 2 (11)
Proof. The furthest distance possible from the lines u1u2 and c2u2
is at the round corner at u2 which will always satisfy d(p, se) ≤
d(u2, se) + . Then since se has an uncertainty of  around itself, we
have Theorem 5.1.
We devise a new Progressive BQS (PBQS) algorithm that sup-
ports an existing tolerance, with the main contents in Algorithm
1. With Theorem 5.1, the bounds from Line 5 is now updated by
dlb ← dlb−2p, dub ← dub+2p, where p is the previous error
tolerance on the compressed trajectories, passed as an additional
argument for the PBQS algorithm besides the new tolerance d
(d > p). Interestingly, the algorithm now obtains a progressive
property. That is, once the existing error tolerance is known,
the next compression is independent of any previously applied
Procedure: compress()
Input: ssrc, esrc, a, sdest # src start&end, age, dest start
1: X ← S[ssrc : esrc]
2: prev ← ma+1 # compute new tolerance
3: X′ ← pbqs(X, prev , ) # perform compression
# store results to dest location
4: S[sdest : sdest + ‖X′‖ − 1]← X′
5: update index(a,−1,−1) # remove youngest gen from index
# update index for ageing results
6: update index(a+ 1, sdest, sdest + ‖X′‖ − 1)
Procedure: trigger() # ageing triggering
1: if ‖I‖ > 0 then
# full with age 0 points
2: if I[0].a == 0 && I[0].e == N − 1 then
3: return true
# trigger threshold reached
4: else if I[0].a > 0 && I[0].e > N − k − I[0].a then
5: return true
6: end if
7: end if
8: return false
Procedure: update index()
Input: a, s, e # age, start&end locations
1: if index for age a exists then
2: update index of age a
3: else
4: insert index for age a
5: end if
Algorithm 2: The Amnesic sinking Algorithm (Continued)
compression on the trajectory data. The compressed segments
resulted from PBQS can again be the input of the next compression
pass that has a greater error tolerance than the current. The
implication here is that theoretically the tracking node’s storage
space will support operation of an indefinite period without hard
data loss (data overwritten due to space limit). Instead, it will
introduce graceful degradation to the aged data over time.
Now to address the second challenge, the PBQS, which aims
at making compression decisions for individual segments, evolves
to a sophisticated framework called Amnesic BQS (ABQS) that
manages a certain amount of storage space and seeks to maximize
the trajectory information when the number of points far exceeds
the space limit and the exact number of points is unknown at the
begining. The framework is designed to determine when and how
the Progressive BQS is applied on the aged data, and is designed
to optimize the storage arrangements for the co-existence and
handling of trajectories with difference ages and error tolerances.
The framework utilizes a few ideas:
1) we should store as many “younger generations” as possi-
ble to improve the precision of more recent data.
2) as the storage space runs out, we always try to compress
the youngest generation as that results in the least preci-
sion loss and storage access.
3) mechanisms are needed so that a “younger generation”
can always be turned to an “older generation” with mean-
ingful compressions (to a reduced number of points).
4) in the process of adding new points and making further
compressions, access to the storage should be minimized
when possible for energy saving purposes [28].
In addition, for this framework we still face the limits in memory
and computation power of the platform, so the framework still
needs to be computationally efficient. Hence we propose ABQS
in Algorithm 2.
There are a few shared variables: S is the entire storage space
under ABQS’ management, S[i] means the ith slot of the storage.
I is a list that keeps track of storage segmentations for different
ages, with the entries in ascending order by age (ages without any
point of that age will not appear in the index). Each entry in I
has three properties, start location s, end location e and age a.
For example, I[0] =< 0, 12, 1 > means currently the youngest
generation in the storage is of age 1 (this is the case when all age
0 points in the storage are turned to age 1), and is occupying the
0th to 12th (inclusive) slots in the storage. k is a fixed number to
set the minimum buffer size for the age 0 trajectory points, which
also is used to determine the triggering decision for the ageing
procedure.  is the starting error, m is the error multiplier when
data age increases, and N is the storage space limit. The whole
algorithm is described by five procedures in Algorithm 2. Note
that in Algorithm 2 the indices start from 0 and are inclusive.
abqs is the entry point of the procedure, i.e. whenever an initial
data point with the lowest error tolerance (could be 0) is passed
through to the framework, abqs will process it and at the same
time maintain the structure of the entire storage. Thus abqs’ main
responsibilities are to find a proper storage space for the new point,
to update the index structure, and to invoke the amnesic sinking
procedure for further compression when necessary.
amnesic sinking is the main ageing procedure for further
compression and freeing up storage spaces. We call it “amnesic
sinking” because it guarantees that older data that has greater
tolerances will sink to the “bottom” of the storage, while younger
data will remain closer to the top. From bottom to top, the toler-
ances decrease monotonically. The procedure iteratively checks a
trigger flag f which indicates whether it is necessary to perform
a further compression on aged data, and then invokes compress
when needed.
compress performs progressive compression with an extended
error tolerance from an existing one. The inputs ssrc, esrc specify
the indices of the data segment to be compressed in the storage,
a specifies the current age of the data to be further compressed,
and sdest specifies the location in the storage where the further
compressed data will be stored. Line 2 shows how the tolerance is
updated for each generation. Lines 3 and 4 compress and age the
existing trajectories to an older generation. Lines 5 and 6 remove
the index for the generation being processed, and add the index for
the resulted generation after the processing. Note that here Lines
1-4 are illustrated as a batch/block update but in practice it is
implemented in an online/inline style so that the space complexity
is still constant. That means the procedure will process a point at
a time, similar to the way standalone BQS operates, and store the
results in the space originally taken by the trajectory before the
compression to avoid unnecessary copy and move in the storage.
trigger checks whether compress is needed for the youngest
generation in the storage. The decision is made to fulfil the
requirements on the space arrangement that the data points of
the youngest generation with age a cannot go beyond the limit
of I[0].e > N − k − I[0].a (Line 4) to maintain meaningful
compression results for each generation. k is used to reserve
enough space for incoming age 0 points. For example, if we
assume that the points passed to the ABQS framework have an
initial error of 2m for the age 0 points, we can set this k to be
the average number of points included in an age 1 segment with
5m tolerance from empirical results. The effect of this parameter
is to reduce occurrences in which the points are kept in the aged
results not because the tolerance is reached but because the end of
the youngest generation’s segment is reached.
I[0].e > N − k − I[0].a follows the same rationale. The
reserved space for younger generations is increased when the age
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Fig. 6: Amnesic sinking: The Inline Ageing Procedure
of the currently youngest generation increases, so that there will
be at least three points for any younger generation when they
trigger an ageing procedure and receive a further compression
(performing compression on two or less points will not result in
any compression). If the youngest generation is of age a, then
ABQS needs to reserve one slot for the immediately younger
generation a − 1, because for age a − 1 there will be at least
2 points from a − 2, so this single served slot guarantees the
meaningful compression for this generation. Similarly, we need 1
slot reserved for a−2. Recursively, we can get the total number of
reserved slots for age a to be a−1 and consequently the maximum
index for age a as N − k − 1− (a− 1) = N − k − a, because
the k slots are also reserved for the incoming age 0 points.
update index maintains the index structure which records the
segmentation of storage for data points with different ages. The
procedure does a few operations: in Lines 2-4 it attempts to find
an existing index entry for the specified age a, and update its start
and end locations to s and e on success. When a new entry is
needed for an unrecorded age, Lines 6,7, and 10 try to insert the
entry and maintain the ascending order by age of the index entries.
There are several advantages for the ABQS framework. First
there is no theoretical limit on the maximum operational time
(without hard data loss) of the tracking device, as the ABQS
adaptively manages the storage space and trades precision off
storage space. Second the entire procedure only uses little memory
space (memory for a standard BQS plus three integers for each
index entry). Third the compression error for each generation is
still known and guaranteed.
We illustrate this algorithm in Figure 6. Here the initial error
tolerance  is set to 2 and the multiplier m to 5. The empty cells
represent available storage spaces, and the cells with color and
numbers mean occupied storage space. The storage is used from
right (bottom) to left (top). Each occupied cell is labeled with two
numbers < data point id range, error tolerance > (ranges
start with 1 and are inclusive), and the background colors of the
cell indicate the age of the data. For example, in the third step,
the right most cell has < 16 − 1, 10 > in it as well as a light
blue background, indicating that the storage block now stores age
1 compressed segments covering the original points 1 − 16, with
an error tolerance of 10. The blue and red dashed lines are the
k threshold and the trigger threshold defined by I[0].e > N −
k − I[0].a (Line 4 in trigger). Step 1 means when the space is
filled with age 0 data then an ageing process is invoked which
compresses data points 1− 16 into a segment with error tolerance
10 and stores the results to the bottom of the storage. In step 3 the
storage is full again and age 0 data points are compressed again
to the adjacent storage to < 16 − 1, 10 >. Step 5 illustrates that
when the age 1 compressed segments take over a great part of
the storage and leave insufficient space for younger data, they are
further compressed. In step 6 we see that because the youngest
generation becomes age 2, the trigger threshold moves rightwards,
reserving more spaces for age 1 and age 0, whereas in step 8 the
trigger threshold moves back to the k threshold because age 1 is
now the youngest generation.
6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed BQS
family and ABQS framework.
6.1 Dataset
We use three types of data, namely the flying fox (bat) dataset, the
vehicle dataset, and the synthetic dataset. The two real-life datasets
comprise of 138, 798 GPS samples, collected by 6 Camazotz
nodes (five on bats and one on a vehicle). The total travel
distances for the bat dataset and vehicle dataset are 7, 206 km and
1, 187 km respectively. The tracking periods spanned six months
and two weeks for the bat and vehicle datasets respectively.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of Compression Rate on Real-life Datasets (The
lower the better)
Note that there are couple of differences between the two
datasets. The vehicle dataset shows larger scales in terms of travel
distances well as moving speed. For instance, the length of a
car trip varies from a few kilometers to 1, 000 km while a trip
for flying-foxes are usually around 10 km. The car can travel
constantly at 100 km/h on a highway or 60 km/h on common
roads, while the common and maximum continuous flying speeds
for a flying-fox are approximately 35 km/h and 50 km/h. In
regard to these differences, the two datasets are evaluated with
different ranges of error tolerance. With a much greater spatial
scale of the movements, the error tolerance used for the vehicle
dataset is generally greater.
The vehicle dataset also shows more consistency in the head-
ing angles due to the physical constraints of the road networks. On
the contrary, the bats’s movements are unconstrained in the 3-D
space, so their turns tend to be more arbitrary. We argue that by
performing extensive experiments on both datasets, the robustness
of BQS and ABQS is demonstrated.
The synthetic dataset consists of data generated by a sta-
tistical model that anchors patterns from real-life data, special
trajectories that follow certain shapes. The comparison between
Dead Reckoning [19] and Fast BQS (FBQS) is conducted on
this dataset. This is because continuous high-frequency samples
with speed readings are required to implement DR in an error-
bounded setting, while such data is lacking in the real-life datasets.
The model uses an event-based correlated random walk model to
simulate the movement of the object. In the simulation, waiting
events and moving events are executed alternately. The object
stays at its previous location during a waiting event, and it
moves in a randomly selected speed and turning angle for a
randomly selected time. Note that the speed follows the empirical
distribution of speed, the turning angle is drawn from the von Mise
distribution [33], while the move time is exponentially distributed,
corresponding to the Poisson process. The trajectories are bounded
by a rectangular area of 10 km×10 km, and the speed and turning
angle follow approximately the distributions of the bat data. A
total of 30, 000 points are generated by the model. The synthetic
dataset also contains trajectories of special shapes to explicitly test
the robustness of the proposed methods.
6.2 Experimental Settings
The evaluation is conducted on a desktop computer, however the
extremely low space and time complexity of FBQS makes it plau-
sible to implement the algorithms on the platform aforementioned
in Section 3 (32 KBytes ROM, 4 KBytes RAM). In particular,
if we look into the FBQS algorithm, we only need tiny memory
space to store at most 32 points besides the program image itself
(4 corner points and 4 intersection points for each quadrant).
Two main performance indicators, namely compression rate
and pruning power are tested on the real-life datasets to evaluate
the BQS family. We define compression rate as N
compressed
Noriginal
where N compressed is the number of points after compression,
and Noriginal is the number of points in the original trajectory.
Pruning power is defined as 1 − Ncomputed
Ntotal
, where N computed
and N total are the number of full deviation calculations and the
number of total points respectively.
For compression rate, we perform comprehensive comparative
study to show BQS’s superiority over the other three methods,
namely Buffered-DouglasPeucker (BDP), Buffered-Greedy (BGD)
and Douglas-Peucker (DP). DR is compared against FBQS on
the synthetic dataset. For buffer-dependent algorithms, we set the
buffer size to be 32 data points, the same as the memory space
needed by the FBQS algorithm to hold the significant points.
To intuitively demonstrate the advantage of FBQS in com-
pression rate, we provide comparison showing the number of
points taken by the FBQS algorithm and the DR algorithm on
the synthetic dataset. We also show the estimated operational time
of tracking devices based on such compression rate. Finally, we
study comparatively the actual run time efficiency of FBQS.
The ABQS framework is evaluated with extensive experi-
ments, for which the details are given in Section 6.3.7.
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Fig. 8: Pruning Power of the BQS Algorithm (The higher the better)
6.3 Compression Algorithm
6.3.1 Compression Rate on Real-life Data
Compression rate is a key performance indicator for trajectory
compression algorithms. Here we conduct tests on the two real-life
datasets. We compare the performance of five algorithms, namely
BQS, FBQS, BDP, BGD and DP. All of the algorithms give error-
bounded results. The former four are online algorithms, and the
last one is offline. The compression rates are illustrated in Figures
7(a) and 7(b).
Evidently, BQS achieves the highest compression rate among
the five algorithms, while BDP and BGD constantly use ap-
proximately 30% to 50% more points than BQS does. FBQS’s
compression rates swing between BQS’s and DP’s, showing the
second best overal performance. BDP has the worst performance
overall as it inherits the weaknesses from both DP and window-
based approaches. BGD’s performance is generally in between DP
and BDP, but it still suffers from the excessive points taken when
the buffer is full.
Comparing the two figures, it is worth noting that all the
algorithms perform generally better on the bat data. Take the
results at 10 m error tolerance from both figures for example, on
the bat data the best and worst compression rates reach 3.9% and
6.3% respectively, while on the vehicle data the corresponding
figures are 5.4% and 7.7%. This may seem to contradict the
results of the pruning power. However, it is in fact reasonable
because bats perform stays as well as small movement around
certain locations, making those points easily discardable. Hence
the room for compression is larger for the bat tracking data given
the same error tolerance.
On the bat data, with 10 m error tolerance, BQS and FBQS
achieve compression rates of 3.9% and 4.1% respectively. DP,
as an offline algorithm that runs in O(nlogn) time, yields a
worse compression rate than FBQS at 4.6%. Despite having
poorer worst-case complexities, BDP and BGD also obtain worse
compression rates than BQS and FBQS do at 6.3% and 5.8%
respectively. At this tolerance, the offline DP algorithm uses
approximately 20% and 10% more points than the online BQS
and FBQS do, respectively. Furthermore, for online algorithms
with 20 m tolerance, FBQS (2.7%) improves BDP (5.1%) and
BGD (4.9%) by 47% and 45% respectively.
The results on the vehicle data show very similar trends of
the algorithms’ compression rate curves. Interestingly, with this
dataset, because the pruning power is in most of the cases around
and above 0.95 as demonstrated in 8(b), the compression rate of
FBQS is remarkably close to BQS’. For instance, at 20 m, 30 m
and upwards, the difference between the two is smaller than 1%.
This observation supports our aforementioned argument that the
bounds of the original BQS are so effective that the number of
extra points taken by FBQS is insignificant.
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Fig. 9: Shape of Synthetic Data and Comparison of Number of Points
Used (The lower the better)
6.3.2 Pruning Power
Pruning power determines how efficient BQS and FBQS are.
In FBQS, if the relation between the bounds and the deviation
tolerance is deterministic, FBQS generates a lossless result as
BQS. If it is uncertain, then FBQS will take a point regardless
of the actual deviation. The pruning power reflects how often the
relation is deterministic, and it indicates how many extra points
could be taken by the approximate algorithm. With high pruning
power, the overhead of FBQS will be small. Here we investigate
the pruning power of BQS in this subsection.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the pruning power achieved by
BQS on both datasets. The sensitivity of the algorithm to the
error tolerance or to the shape of the trajectories appears low,
as the pruning power generally stays above 90% for most of
the tolerance values on both datasets. This means approximately
only 10% more points will be taken in the Fast BQS algorithm
compared to the original BQS algorithm. The running values in
Figure 3 also support this observation.
BQS shows higher pruning power on the car dataset than on
the bat dataset. The higher pruning power on the vehicle data
is a result of the physical constraints of the road networks, pre-
venting abrupt turning and deviations, and making the trajectories
smoother. Naturally the pruning power will be higher as a result of
the higher regularity in the data’s spatio-temporal characteristics.
6.3.3 Comparison with Dead Reckoning on Synthetic Data
In Figure 9(a) we show the simulated trajectories from our statis-
tical model. Visibly the trajectories show little physical constraint
and considerable variety in heading and turning angles. On this
dataset we study the performance comparison because on this
dataset we are able to simulate the tracking node closely with
high frequency sampling. Hence FBQS is used as a light-weight
setup to fit such online environment.
We show in Figure 9(b) the numbers of points taken after the
compression of 30, 000 points under different error tolerances.
With smaller  such as 2 m, DR uses 1, 547 points compared to
1, 122 for FBQS, indicating that DR needs 37% more points. As
 grows, DR’s performance tends to slowly approach FBQS in ab-
solute numbers yet the difference ratio becomes more significant.
At 20 m error tolerance, FBQS only takes 341 points while DR
uses 493 points, the difference ratio to FBQS is around 45%.
Evidently, FBQS has achieved excellent compression rate
compared to other existing online algorithms.
6.3.4 Robustness to Trajectory Shapes
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Fig. 10: Robustness of BQS
In this experiment we examine BQS’ robustness to trajectory
shapes. Though in previous experiments we have used trajectories
with a variety of characteristics such as speed, spatial range and
turning angles, and have verified that BQS achieves competitive
performances on those datasets, here we synthesize a few more
with extreme shapes to further examine the robustness of BQS.
We use four synthetic datasets:
• zigzag: the trajectory travels in a zigzag fashion.
x =< 1, 0.5, 3, 0.5....2N − 2, 0.5, 2N, 0.5 >, y =<
0.5, 2, 0.5, 4, ....0.5, 2N − 2, 0.5, 2N >.
• one-way: a straight line x =< 1, 2, ..., N >, y =<
0.5, 0.5..., 0.5 >.
• commute: moving back and forth on a straight line x =<
1, 2, ..., n, n− 1, ...1, 2, ..., n, ... >, y =< 0.5, 0.5..., 0.5 >.
• spiral: the Achimedean spiral defined as ρ = 1 + 2θ.
For each synthetic dataset we sample 500 points with the above
strategies and display the compression rates of BQS, FBQS and
Douglas-Peucker (DP) in Figure 10(a), with the tolerance  = 10.
The results of BQS and FBQS are almost identical, suggesting
that the conservative decision making in the FBQS introduces
little overhead for even the most extreme shapes. The BQS family
achieves comparable results with DP on all four datasets. On the
first two they are all 98% and 0.4%. On the third DP achieves
slight better result 0.6% versus 1.0% of BQS, but on the fourth
BQS has a much better compression rate of 4.0%, in comparison
with 5.8% from DP. Figure 10(b) demonstrates the Achimedean
Spiral with 500 samples in blue dots. The red stars and the dashed
line illustrate the key points selected by BQS.
6.3.5 Effect on Operational Time of Tracking Device
Next we investigate how different online algorithms affect the
maximum operational time of the targeted device. This operational
time indicates how long the device can keep records of the
locations before offloading to a server, without data loss.
In the real-life application, the nodes also store other sensor
information such as acceleration, heading, temperature, humidity,
energy profiling, sampled at much higher frequencies due to their
relatively low energy cost. We assume that of the 1MBytes storage,
GPS traces can use up to 50KBytes, and that the sampling rate of
GPS is 1 sample per minute. Each GPS sample requires at least
12 bytes storage (latitude, longitude, timestamp). For the error
tolerance, we use 10 meters as it is reasonable for both animal
tracking and vehicle tracking. The average compression rate at
10 meters for both datasets is used for the algorithms. For the
DR algorithm, we assume it uses 39% more points than FBQS as
shown in Figure 9(b) at the same tolerance.
Given the set up, the compression rate and estimated opera-
tional time without data loss for each algorithm are listed in Table
2. We can see a maximum 36% improvement from FBQS over the
existing methods (60 v.s. 44), and a maximum 41% improvement
from BQS (62 v.s. 44).
TABLE 2: Estimated Operational Time
BQS FBQS BDP BGD DR
Compression rate 4.8% 5.0% 6.65% 6.75% 6.65%
Time (days) 62 60 45 44 45
6.3.6 Run Time Efficiency
We compared the run time efficiency of FBQS, BDP and BGD.
87,704 points from the empirical traces are used as the test data.
The error tolerance is set to 10 meters. For BDP and BGD, to
minimize the effect of the buffer size, we report their performances
with different buffer sizes, as in Table 3:
TABLE 3: Performance Comparison with different buffer sizes
Buffer size (points) 32 64 128 256
Compression rate
FBQS 3.6% — — —
BDP 6.8% 6.7% 5.4% 4.9%
BGD 6% 4.8% 4.6% 4.4%
Run time (ms)
FBQS 99 — — —
BDP 76 101 163 292
BGD 182 285 446 628
There are two notice-able advantages of FBQS from the
comparison. Firstly, both the compression rate and the run time
efficiency of FBQS algorithm are stable, independent of the buffer
size setting. Secondly, it offers competitive run time efficiency
while providing leading compression rate. The only case when
BDP is able to outperform FBQS in run time efficiency is when
the buffer is set to 32, where BDP has a far worse compression
rate (89% more points).
6.3.7 Evaluation of the ABQS Framework
We evaluate ABQS with the results presented in Figure 11,
in a series of experiments in comparison with FBQS and DP.
Here instead of using the bat and vehicle datasets separately,
we concatenate the data points from both datasets and put them
into a unified timeframe. This introduces greater variations of the
dynamics in the trajectory dataset, while the characteristics of both
bats and vehicle are still inherited. The error multiplier m is set
to 2.5 (as PBQS introduces 2prev uncertainty in both the lower
and the upper bounds, this multiplier leaves 0.5prev margin for
pruning). We mainly use two error metrics: deviation (maximum
perpendicular distance as in Definition 3.3) and time-synchronized
error (as in Figure 5(b) in [34]).
In Figures 11(a) and 11(b), we fix the error tolerance  = 20
(m) and the number of points N = 80, 000, and study how the
errors change with the storage/data ratio r. This ratio represent
the situation where the location data far exceeds the storage limit
in volume. The smaller r is, the greater challenge it is to control
the compression error. For ABQS, it will continuously tradeoff
precision for space, while for FBQS and DP, hard data loss
(overwriting) is inevitable after the storage is full. We observe
that in both error metrics, ABQS’s performances are significantly
better than FBQS and DP. For example, as r changes from 0.5% to
5%, the synchronized error and deviation of ABQS decreased from
15km to 1km, and from 15km to 30m. On the other hand, FBQS
and DP both have much worse results which have not shown
clear reduction of compression error even when storage space is
increased. For synchronized error their numbers drop from 40km
merely to 20km, and for deviation the error lingers around 250km
with fluctuation. Note that the standard deviations of the dataset
are 30km and 85km on the x and y axis, hence a synchronized
error of 40km and a deviation of 150km basically render the
compression results useless for FBQS and DP. Such huge error
is mainly introduced by the hard data loss over time. However,
with ABQS, it does not only guarantee a decreasing deviation
on each segment, but also obtains a reasonable and decreasing
synchronized error as storage space grows.
Figures 11(c) and 11(d) demonstrate how the error tolerance 
influences the compression results. Here we set N = 80, 000 and
the storage/data ratio r = 3%, and change  from 10m to 80m. We
find that under both metrics, none of the algorithms is particularly
sensitive to this parameter. Take Figure 11(c) for example, FBQS
and DP again have almost identical results (45km to 25km), while
ABQS’ number is varying between 1.5km to 2km. Again in both
results we see that ABQS has far better performance. This implies
that ABQS’ performance is rather robust to the starting error
tolerance, as it automatically increases the tolerance on demand.
For FBQS and DP, the sychronized error decreased significantly
when the tolerance changes from 10 to 30, this is because with a
smaller tolerance the number of points after compression is greater
and hence the ratio of the hard data loss is greater. Hence more
information is lost even when the tolerance is smaller. After 30,
the sychronized error stablizes around 25km. It is possible that
when  continues to grow, the gap between ABQS, FBQS, and DP
will close (when trajectories size is smaller than storage after first
compression pass), however in practice it is unrealistic to set an
appropriate value for  when the operational time is unknown.
Figures 11(e) and 11(f) study the effect of data volume. When
 = 20 and r = 3%, we change the number of points to be
compressed from 10,000 to 80,000, and examine the errors. It is
evident that ABQS has very consistent performance regardless of
data size (around 1.5km synchronized error and 200m deviation).
However, with hard data losses, both FBQS and DP perform
poorly, with consistently over 15 times greater synchronized errors
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Fig. 11: Performance of ABQS for the Combined Datasets
and over 400 times greater deviation. These results show that
ABQS is robust to the data size.
Figure 11(g) shows the changes of the synchronized error
with a linear significant decay function (similar to the “amnesic
function” in [24]) that reduces the importance of points from 1.0
to 0.2 from younger to older data (e˜ii=1:N = ei( 0.8iN + 0.2) ),
as a simplistic demonstration of the significance function’s effect
in the relative performance for each method. The results verifiy
that though the errors induced by older points (which are likely
overwritten in FBQS and DP) are regarded less important, ABQS
still wins by a large margin.
Finally, Figure 11(h) presents how the synchronized errors are
distributed over time for the 80, 000-point long empirical traces.
Here the error is calculated for each individual point in the original
trajectory, and is smoothed with a sliding window of 1,000 to
improve visual clarity. The mean errors for ABQS, FBQS and
DP are 1,433m, 49km and 46km, showing a clear advantage of
ABQS. We also notice a clear cutoff point for FBQS and DP
around 27,000 points. Before this point FBQS and DP have better
precision than ABQS because the trajectories they store have gone
through one compression. However, after the cutoff point where
hard data loss begins to occur, the error jumped dramatically from
80m to 100km. Contrarily, ABQS’ error remains much more stable
during for the whole course. Indeed changing the initial error
tolerance for FBQS and DP may as well change the location of
the cutoff point slightly for FBQS and ABQS, but when the total
number of points is unknown when deployed, ABQS has a clear
advantage as it does not require a precise estimation of the final
data size, or a carefully chosen error tolerance.
7 CONCLUSION
We present a family of online trajectory compression algo-
rithms called BQS and an amnesic compression framework called
ABQS for resourced-constrained environments. We first propose
a convex-hull bounding structure and then show tight bounds can
be derived from it so that compression decisions will be efficiently
determined without actual deviation calculations. A light version
of the algorithm is hence proposed for the most constrained
computation environments. The standalone algorithms are then
incorporated in an online framework that manages a given storage
and performs amnesic compression called ABQS.
To evaluate the proposed methods, we have collected empirical
data using a low-energy tracking platform called Camazotz on
both animals and vehicles. We also used synthetic dataset that is
statistically representative of flying foxes’ movement dynamics
to improve data diversity. In the experiments we evaluate the
framework in various aspects from pruning power, compression
rate, run time efficiency, operational time, compression error,
etc. The proposed methods demonstrate significant advantages in
general. In some experiments it even achieves 15 to 400 times
smaller error than its competitors.
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